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ABSTRACT 

 

Viral replication requires dynamic, multi-faceted interactions among viral genes 

and their encoded proteins. The prevalence and mutational consequences of 

recombination within genomic segments and reassortment among segments have 

remained difficult to detect due to a lack of methods that identify recombination-

associated variants. There is currently a need for fast, no-cost computational approaches 

to identify recombination as well as how viral proteins might participate in functional or 

physical interactions. We seek to tackle these problems by introducing the RecoVir 

program (Recombination-associated variants in Viruses), which has identified 

recombination-associated variants in a dataset of over 2,500 rotavirus A strains. This 

study demonstrates how reassortment can be detected in viral genomes through 

incongruencies in phylogenies. It expands upon traditional formats by identifying specific 

examples of RecAMs (recombination-associated mutations) within previously annotated 

structural sites responsible for protein function and interaction. Furthermore, this study 

provides variants for additional analysis to determine if such events and subsequent 

mutations have a functional impact on viral fitness. The RecoVir program is a novel 

methodology to expand our understanding of viral evolution. This approach 

simultaneously identifies unique variants and mutations which are crucial for 

understanding viral structural biology and guiding future therapies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Rotavirus (RV) is a double-stranded (ds) RNA virus in the Reoviridae family that 

includes several pathogenic species. The name rotavirus comes from the Latin root “rota” 

meaning wheel because of its distinct shape (Flewett et al., 1974). Several genera of RV 

are labeled “A” through “J,” with A being the most prevalent in humans. As a segmented 

virus, RV’s ability to recombine genetic information between strains poses a threat to 

human wellbeing. While severity can differ significantly and vaccine effectiveness varies 

by country, RV affects nearly every unvaccinated child in the world at least once by the 

age of five (Bernstein, 2009; Desselberger, 2017; Carcamo-Calvo et al., 2021; also see 

review in Burnett, Parashar, and Tate, 2020). Its prevalence, ability to jump host species, 

capacity to recombine genetic information between strains, and potential for destruction 

makes RV a key model for exposing much about virus biology and molecular evolution.  

 

Rotavirus Pathology  

RV is transmitted via the fecal-oral route, and it replicates within intestinal 

enterocytes, leading to malabsorption and water loss (Chang-Graham et al., 2020). 

Estimates by the WHO and further linear regression models have shown a decrease in 

RV deaths in children younger than five from 528,000 in 2000 to 215,000 in 2013 due in 

part to two vaccines introduced in 2006 (Tate et al., 2016). Despite this decrease, RV 

continues to be a leading cause of death in children under the age of five, killing over 

200,000 annually (Troeger, et al., 2017; Troeger et al., 2018; Burnett et al., 2020; also see 

review in Crawford et al., 2017). Interventions such as oral rehydration therapy and 
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micro-nutrient supplementation reduce morbidity. Neither reduces the incidence of RV 

related diarrhea since RV particles are stable outside hosts. Improving water quality and 

sanitation are effective preventative measures, but these solutions are not always 

available in developing nations (Sarker et al., 2018). Vaccination is the most effective 

method of preventing infection as RV spreads via fecal matter or unwashed hands 

contaminating surfaces, food, and water.   

Two live, oral vaccines have been implemented internationally in more than 100 

countries since 2006, which has reduced the disease burden (Burnett et al., 2018). 

Comparing RV-related hospitalizations and medical costs before and after vaccine 

introduction shows an estimated 382,000 RV-induced hospitalizations and $1.228 billion 

in medical costs were prevented between 2008 and 2013 (Leshem et al., 2018). All RV 

vaccines recommended by the World Health Organization (WHO) are live-attenuated, 

meaning those vaccinated have a small chance of spreading involved strains. Though 

rare, live-attenuated vaccine genes can reassort with circulating human RVs. Cases have 

been documented in Brazil in 2008 though the effects of such reassortment events are 

unknown (Rose et al., 2013). RV’s ability to jump between a large variety of mammalian 

and avian host species also makes RV harder to eradicate. Though improvements have 

been made, RV remains a large yet preventable cause of death in developing countries 

and advancements in the scientific community’s understanding of the pathogen will help 

to reduce the burden of diarrheal diseases worldwide. 
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Structural Proteins 

The viral capsid consists of three layers comprised of six structural proteins 

named VP1, VP2, VP3, VP4, VP6, and VP7 (Figure 1). An inner capsid is a T=1 

icosahedral layer made of VP2 dimers, and it surrounds the space where the 18.55 kb 

dsRNA genome resides (Estes et al., 2021; Li et al., 2009). VP6 and VP7 trimers 

constitute the T=13 icosahedral middle and outermost layers, respectively with VP4 

anchored in VP6 and projecting through the middle of the VP7 tertiary structures 

(Dormitzer, 2002). These VP7 capsid proteins and the VP4 spike proteins that span this 

outer layer, as well as the middle layer protein VP6 are commonly targeted by antibodies 

following the host’s adaptive immune response (Snodgrass et al, 1980; Aoki et al., 2009; 

Caddy et al., 2020). VP4 is cleaved into VP5 (localized central body) and VP8 (distal 

globular density) by host proteases; this processing increases infectivity as VP5 and VP8 

are crucial for cellular entry (Dormitzer, 2002). Of the structural proteins remaining, VP1 

is the dedicated RNA-dependent RNA polymerase and it has been presumed to form a 

complex with the VP3 methyltransferase mRNA capping enzyme, though its location in 

the virion has not been determined (Gridley and Patton, 2014).   
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Figure 1: RV structure and genome. (A) RV virion cross section showing the virion 
interior, including the 11 dsRNA segments (white bars), triple layer capsid (blue, green, 
yellow), and spike proteins (red). (B) Name and size in amino acids (aa) and base pairs 
(bp) of each gene segment with structural proteins matching colors in cross section. (C) 
dsRNA genome segments with name and function listed in order of protein length 
(Information from Patton, 2012). 
 
 
Non-structural Proteins  

Non-structural proteins NSP1, NSP2, NSP3, NSP4, NSP5, and NSP6 are not part 

of the virion structure, but they play roles during the intracellular RV replication cycle. 

For example, NSP1 is broadly responsible for interferon antagonism, NSP2 and NSP5 

induce viroplasm formation, and NSP3 inhibits host cell protein synthesis to direct more 

resources to virus replication (Arnold, 2016; Criglar et al., 2014; Piron, 1998). Previous 

work has shown that NSP4 is responsible for many intra- and extra-cellular activities, 

including modulating calcium homeostasis, apoptosis, tight junction integrity, regulation 

of viral transcription, replication, morphogenesis, and exploiting cellular processes like 

protein trafficking for assembly and autophagy for lysis (Sastri et al., 2016). The role of 

NSP6 is not as well understood; this product is translated from an open reading frame 

(ORF) shifted out of phase with that of NSP5 in some RV strains. It was suggested to aid 

C A B C 
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NSP2 in virion formation (Fabbretti et al., 1999; also see review in Hu et al., 2012). 

Holloway et al (2015) have shown that NSP6 localizes to the mitochondria but another 

study by Komoto et al. (2019) suggests it is degraded shortly after synthesis. However, 

the NSP6 can be deleted from simian strain SA11 with no effects on viral replication in 

culture (Komoto, 2017).  

 

Overview of the RV Life Cycle   

RV typically attaches to host cell surface glycans with VP4 for entry via receptor-

mediated endocytosis within an endosome (Trask, McDonald, and Patton, 2012). VP4 

and VP7 break from the virion so VP4 may assist in endosome acidification (Soliman et 

al., 2018). VP1 begins transcribing mRNAs from the 11 dsRNA strands inside of the now 

double-layered particle (DLP). These mRNAs are extruded from the DLP, and then 

translated by host cell ribosomes to create the 11-12 viral proteins (Trask, McDonald, 

and Patton, 2012). Some of these proteins are important for replicating the genome and 

assembling new particles, while other proteins (e.g., NSP1 and NSP3) set up a pro-viral 

cellular environment. Cytosolic inclusions, called viroplasms, are formed usually within 

2 hours of infection by NSP2 and NSP5; these are the sites wherein new DLPs assemble 

(Lu et at., 2008). During the early stages of particle assembly, the 11 mRNA transcripts 

are selectively assorted and packaged along with the VP1 RdRp into VP2 core shells 

(reviewed by McDonald & Patton, 2011). VP1 replicates the genome in this context, 

producing dsRNA for each gene segment. Following addition of the VP6 layer to create 

new DLPs, the particles migrate to the endoplasmic reticulum where they gain the 

VP4/VP7 outer layer before being released from the cell through exocytosis or lysis 
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(Crawford et al., 2012). RV induces a paracrine signaling cascade where intercellular 

calcium waves increase cytosolic Ca2+ aiding in replication (Sze and Tan, 2015; Chang-

Graham et al., 2020). This surge also activates chloride and serotonin secretion causing 

diarrhea which helps spread RV outside the host body. 

 

Rotavirus Genome Structure and Selective Packaging  

 The group A RV genome is composed of 11 segments of dsRNA around 18.55k 

base pairs in total. The RV virion is 75nm in diameter (not including VP4), icosahedral, 

non-enveloped, and contains 11 major genes ranging from 0.7 to 3.3 kilobases numbered 

by decreasing size: six structural and six non-structural with NSP5 and NSP6 being 

bicistronic in some strains. Though both 5′- and 3′-ends contain untranslated regions that 

vary in length, they are conserved and evidence shows they are important for signaling 

the initiation of genome replication (Tortorici et al., 2006). The Concerted Model is the 

most widely accepted method by which segmented RV genes are packaged within new 

virions (reviewed by McDonald & Patton, 2011). This scheme suggests gene segments 

are first bound by VP1 (and perhaps VP3) forming RNA/protein complexes and are 

assorted in a selective, stepwise manner via gene-specific interactions (Noda et al., 2006). 

The VP2 shell is then constructed around these complexes using host cell machinery. 

This method by which RNA segments are packaged allows genes from other coinfecting 

RV within the host cell to be inserted into the new virion in place of the strain’s original 

segment creating reassortant strains (Figure 2). This reassortment process is a major 

driver therefore of genetic diversification, in addition to the high mutation rate during 

RdRp replication. 
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Figure 2: Creation of reassorted strains from coinfection. Two parental virions with 
segmented genomes infect a single cell. After uncoating, replication, and translation of 
both viruses’ genetic material, assortment and assembly of progeny capsids can create 
reassorted constellations containing a mix of both parent’s genes. In the case of RV, 
progeny leave the cell through exocytosis or lysis containing either 11 gene segments of 
an original parental constellation or a random combination of 11 gene segments from 
both parents. 
 

Rotavirus Classification 

  Relationships among viral strains are difficult to determine due to uneven and 

unorganized sampling and their ability to infect phylogenetically distant hosts. They can 

be incorrectly grouped together without knowing the common ancestors and can even be 

derived from more than one common ancestor. The International Committee on 

Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) classifies RV strains into groups A, B, C, D, F, G, H, I, 

and J based on the antigens of the middle VP6 layer. Groups A through C can be found in 

many mammals and birds though A is most common in humans. Groups D, F, and G are 

found in birds, H in pigs, I in cats, and J in bats. Though group E has been detected in 

pigs, it has not yet been identified as a distinct group. Outer layer proteins VP7 
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(glycoprotein) and VP4 (protease sensitive) historically provided the basis for the dual 

classification system into G and P serotypes, respectively, based on neutralizing epitopes; 

these were later converted into G and P genotypes based upon sequence identity of the 

genes encoding these proteins (Matthijnssens et al., 2011; also see review in Suzuki, 

2019). At present, 36 G-genotypes and 51 P-genotypes have been defined, but only 

combinations G1P[8], G2P[4], G3P[8], G4P[8], G9P[8] and G12P[8] substantially 

contribute to the burden of disease in humans (Crawford et al., 2017). 

In 2008, a new classification system was proposed that extended the sequence-

based classification to the non-VP4/VP7 genes. Specifically, nucleotide percentage 

identity cutoff values to classify RV genotypes for each gene segment (Matthijnssens et 

al., 2008a). The most appropriate percentages were determined to be when the clusters of 

similarly related strains overlapped the least in pairwise identity frequency graphs 

(Matthijnssens et al., 2008b). Any time a new sequence is identified, a BLAST-search 

compares the new sequence with those belonging to established genotypes. If the 

similarity between sequences is above a cutoff value, the new sequence can be assigned 

to that ORF’s genotype. A letter is associated with each gene segment named for the 

function of the protein that gene codes for. The gene assignments, often referred to as 

“genome constellations”, are reported as Gx-P[x]-Ix-Rx-Cx-Mx-Ax-Nx-Tx-Ex-Hx, 

where “x” denotes the particular genotype (ex: G3-P[14]-I2-R2-C2-M3-A9-N2-T6-E5-

H3) (Simsek et al., 2021). Each constellation comprises a “genogroup”, or genetic 

clusters of related viruses within a genus. 

The two most common genogroups associated with human infections are Wa-like 

and Ds-1-like. Wa-like RVs exhibit genotype 1 constellations (I1-R1-C1-M1-A1-N1-T1-
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E1-H1) and outer-capsid combinations G9P[8], G4P[8], G3P[8], and G1P[8] while DS-1-

like RVA constellations are of genotype 2 (I2-R2-C2-M2-A2-N2-T2-E2-H2) and outer-

capsid protein genotype combination G2P[4]. The Rotavirus Classification Working 

Group (RCWG) was formed to assign new genotypes to RV genes that did not fall within 

an established genotype group (Matthijnssens et al., 2008a; Matthijnssens et al., 2008b; 

Matthijnssens et al., 2011). This method was applied to several human, bovine, porcine, 

avian, bat, and simian RV strains and demonstrated the practical use of the system by 

identifying reassortment events between strains. Although this latest classification system 

has furthered our understanding of RV, much remains unclear about how its proteins 

interact and the impact recombination of gene segments has on viral fitness. 

 

Recombination and Reassortment 

As RV replicates, mutations and segmental reassortment will occur, generating 

new genotypes and genetic diversity. The observed viable mutation rates of several 

common genotypes involved in an epidemic in Japan from 2012-2014 were found to be 

between 7.26 × 10-−4 and 1.04 × 10−3 substitutions/site/year while dsRNA viruses in 

general typically have mutation rates between 10−6 and 10−4 substitutions/nucleotide/cell 

infection (Sanjuan and Domingo-Calap, 2016; Fujii et al., 2019). Recombination is 

another driving force of genetic diversity (Figure 3). For viruses, it can be a component 

of replication strategies as well as a mechanism to insert themselves into the host genome 

(Rawson et al., 2018). RV utilizes the recombination process of reassortment to generate 

novel genotype combinations when two strains coinfect the same cell. This exchanging 

of entire gene segments between strains is similar to adding numerous mutations all at 
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once. Most of the time reassortment will be detrimental to the virus as the specificity of 

the amino acids that normally hold highly conserved interacting proteins together is no 

longer present making the virus less able to replicate (McDonald et al., 2016).  

As viruses replicate, mutations that arise can increase or decrease its ability to 

transmit, replicate, or maintain capsid cohesion. These factors (among others) impact 

viral fitness, broadly defined as the ability of a virus to pass its genetic material to 

infectious progeny (a.k.a. “viable progeny”). Viral fitness in a population is often 

measured through the number of hosts infected or a total reproduction number (R0) which 

is the expected number of cases directly resulting from one infected individual in a 

vulnerable population. The relative fitness of individual strains can be compared in vitro 

via competitive single-cycle growth assays measuring plaque size and replication rate in 

plaque forming units (PFU; Goh et al., 2016; Aguilera et al., 2017). Most of the time, 

mutation will be selectively neutral and not affect fitness (Kimura, 1968; Rands 2014; 

Graur, 2017). However, if a mutation creates beneficial changes in a protein’s function, 

positive natural selection of such a mutational variant increases its prevalence within a 

population. Reassortment combined with natural selection can result in mutations that 

generate novel strains and give viruses new advantages. 

New allele combinations can create progeny that are not recognized by the host 

immune response. Virions that exchange gene segments whose proteins interact enough 

with their own may generate new and more dangerous strains. The major influenza A 

pandemics in 1957, 1968, and 2009 all emerged from reassortment (Elderfield and 

Barclay, 2011; also see review in Kumar et al., 2018). If the environment shapes the 

fitness landscape upon which mutation and natural selection moves strains of RV towards 
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a fitness peak, reassortment generates diversity by dropping individuals near other peaks 

somewhere else on that landscape. Recombination-associated mutations (RecAMs) can 

further refine a strain’s fitness relative to a peak after a reassortment event. The fitness 

consequences of reassortment are largely unknown and understanding the effects of such 

a process will be crucial to preventing future pandemics. 

 

  
 
Figure 3: Viral Recombination versus Reassortment. The two processes are shown to 
differ only in how the genetic information is assorted in each virion. Recombination 
requires the genes to be on the same segment while Reassortment requires different 
segments to be packed together into daughter virions. Protein product interaction sites of 
newly combined genes may function normally (far bottom right), may not function 
normally (far bottom left), or may function well enough for the virion to survive with 
subsequent mutations increasing functionality under selective pressure. Black arrows 
indicate assortment of gene segments while gray arrows indicate the protein product 
possibilities for each virion. Asterisks signify mutation after a recombination or 
reassortment event.     
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Prevalence of Reassortment 

Reassortment does not appear to be a rare event in segmented viruses and has 

been shown to occur frequently in Influenza A (Marshall et al., 2013). Naturally 

occurring coinfections have been reported in RV studies specifically with frequencies of 

0.9 to 23% (Maunula and Bonsdorff, 2002). McDonald et al (2009) found that although 

reassortment plays an important role in evolution, most reassortants are replaced over 

time by lineages with preferred genome constellations. However, this study also showed 

both stable strains and reassortants have been responsible for most infections within a 

single season previously with genetically distinct clades cocirculating at the same time. 

The exchange of gene segments in RV is not entirely random as many factors restricting 

reassortment exist such as packaging and protein interactions that make some genotypes 

incompatible (McDonald and Patton, 2011; Mingo et al., 2017; Hoxie and Dennehy, 

2021). This suggests more work is needed to uncover the prevalence and limitations of 

recombination events in viruses and how they may lead to adaptive mutations.  

Phylogenomic studies can help to reveal the prevalence of such events. Despite a 

limited number of samples, McDonald et al. (2009) reconstructed phylogenetic trees to 

investigate the genetic relatedness of fifty-one G3P[8] strains to better understand the 

evolutionary dynamics of RV. Alleles were defined by neighbor joining or maximum 

likelihood analyses for each gene based on consensus of all phylogenetic algorithms 

tested. Reassortment events were indicated either by the movement of a particular strain 

from one allele-grouping to another or the emergence of new allele-groupings. Thirty-one 

of the fifty-one isolates were described as intra-genogroup reassortants containing gene 

sequences with different phylogenetic patterns and belonging to more than one 
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genetically distinct allele. Having 61% of all RV strains tested be described as intra-

genogroup reassortants gives us an idea of the prevalence of reassortment and its impact 

on the make-up of RV strains circulating at a single location over a period of 17 years. 

We know these events are vital to RV diversity and evolution, which makes studies that 

attempt to reveal the extent of their mechanisms and impact ever more crucial.   

 

Covariation and Epistatic Interactions 

In order to form the capsid structure and carry out replication, the structural 

proteins of rotavirus must physically interface and functionally interact via molecular 

protein-protein interactions. Mutations at interaction sites can lead to an increase or 

decrease in binding affinity, but selective pressures will usually favor preservation of 

their critical molecular interactions (Sawyer et al., 2005; Elde et al., 2009; also see 

review in Daugherty and Malik, 2012). Because of these close interactions of the 

proteins, the molecular evolution of RV sequences is functionally constrained by epistatic 

interactions (Podgornaia and Laub, 2015). This joint affecting of phenotypes by two 

unlinked genes can combine with selection pressure to result in associated mutations 

between viral proteins. Epistasis can improve viral fitness in many ways. For example, 

increasing the number of connections between proteins in a virion’s outer capsid through 

epistasis may protect the virus from the external environment more than the original 

proteins that had fewer connections.  

A simple example protein-protein epistasis under the Bateson–Dobzhansky–

Muller State Transition model (Bateson, 1909; Dobzhansky, 1934; Gavrilets, 2004) is 

shown in Figure 4. In this model the ancestral state of two interacting protein sites are 
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given as the amino acids arginine (R) and glutamic acid (E; top center). As the two 

populations (or genotypes within a population) diverge from the common ancestor, 

mutations occur and generate RK and DE states which are both lower in relative fitness 

than the ancestral state. Upon further mutation or recombination, DK amino acids 

introduce phenotypic interactions that are as fit or more fit than the common ancestor. If 

reassortment creates mutations that are not eliminated from the population, reassortants 

can accumulate mutations via adaptive changes to restore effective connections between 

interacting proteins (McDonald et al., 2016). 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Bateson–Dobzhansky–Muller State Transition model with amino acids. 
Fixed combinations of amino acids Arginine (A), Glutamate (E), Aspartate (D), and 
Lysine (K) in a population determine fitness level. Blue arrows signify mutations or 
reassortment events. The orange arrow signifies a double mutation or reassortment 
event. Stars denote amino acids that differ due to mutation in the codon but are 
phenotypically the same. If the middle top “RE” population is the common ancestor of 
populations “RK” and “DE”, then the bottom middle “DK” hybridized population is as 
fit or more fit than the common ancestral population. The hybridized proteins will 
contain associated mutations allowing them to interact more efficiently with each other 
as a novel combination.  
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Recombination Associated Mutations 

  Reassortment events have been shown to contribute to adaptive evolution in 

influenza A with one study finding a single event causes at least 2.1 amino acid 

replacements in a gene on average, with conservatively at least 9% of all amino acid 

replacements being provoked by reassortments (Neverov, 2014). The same study also 

showed increased amino acid replacement rates at the interacting sites of newly 

reassorted viral proteins and those they cooperate with revealing previous unknown 

protein-protein interaction sites. In the case of RV, a newly reassorted gene coding for a 

host attachment protein that has higher affinity for the host cell than the previous gene’s 

product may develop mutations alongside a structural protein it normally interacts with 

(Gregersen et al., 2006). Epistatic interactions like this can create viruses with equal or 

higher fitness than previous ancestral virions even though the gene for host entry was not 

directly recombined in this example. Because of these possibilities, much remains 

unknown about the impact of recombinant strains and their effects on overall viral 

fitness. Fortunately, viral recombination can be detected in multisequence alignments 

(Tsimpidis et al., 2017). However, due to high mutation rates, sampling biases, and 

imperfect phylogenetic structure modeling among sequences, existing recombination 

analyses often produce far more putative sites than can be tested efficiently in vitro. For 

this reason, efficient but rigorous predictive methods are necessary to reveal the true 

nature of recombination’s impact. 
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Detection of Recombination  

Many bioinformatics tools have been developed within the last two decades to 

detect recombination in viruses (reviewed in Tsimpidis et al., 2017). The major methods 

of detection include population genetics, patterns of sites, pairwise sequence comparison, 

and phylogenetics but the best tools implement multiple methods (Posada, 2002). 

Detecting reassortment, which is recombination in viruses with segmented genomes, adds 

even more complexity. For example, previous studies have chosen to analyze 

reassortment in influenza using non-phylogenetic methods such as Markov chain Monte 

Carlo approaches while others looked to machine learning techniques to calculate 

reassortment probability by predicting host tropism (Muller et al., 2020, Yin et al., 2020).  

One of the most prevalent programs is RDP (Recombination detection program) 

which analyzes nucleotide sequence data via several detection methods including 

GENECONV, Bootscan, MaxChi, and Chimaera to identify recombination (Martin et al., 

2015). RDP also does not require reference sequences, identifies parental sequences most 

closely related to identified sequences, and constructs phylogenetic trees using several 

methods to limit the misidentification of recombination breakpoints. Much work has also 

gone into developing a user interface allowing detailed visual analysis of events. While 

RDP is flexible in how it can be run, it is designed to handle contiguous genome 

sequences and can have trouble detecting recombination in viruses with segmented 

genomes such as RV. Any program developed to accurately detect reassortment in 

segmented viruses will need to assess and build upon the benefits of such a tool.    

Detection of coevolving sites will also be important for better understanding the 

functional impact of reassortment and uncovering previously unknown protein-protein 
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interactions. Previous methods such as CoMap presented unique techniques for detecting 

sites in molecules under common constraint by mapping substitutions to phylogenetic 

trees (Dutheil et al., 2005). Techniques like this account for much uncertainty in factors 

like differences in variation among sites and ancestral state reconstruction. Work has 

already been conducted to detect coevolution due to frameshifts in bacterial genomes and 

coevolving sites in rRNA sequences and E. coli proteins with emphasis on limiting false 

predictions due to unclear ancestry (Dutheil et al., 2005; Dutheil, 2011; Cheng et al., 

2012). CoMap is a robust and efficient tool for detecting coevolution among proteins and 

future protein-protein interaction detection software should learn from such techniques.  

 

Motivation and Goal 

Detecting reassortant viruses is important for identifying strains that are resistant 

to treatments, escape immune system recognition, transmit more efficiently between 

hosts, and/or have a greater burden of disease. Reassortants can be detected through 

incongruencies in phylogenies which has led to several automated methodologies for 

detecting reassortment. However, barriers including but not limited to difficulties with 

large datasets and a lack of clarity in strain relatedness add uncertainty to this process. 

Determining if a reassortment event and subsequent mutations have a functional impact 

that could make a strain more dangerous is crucial to developing our understanding of 

viral evolution. Traditional “wet-lab” approaches focus on labor-intensive plaque assays 

to measure this through viral fitness but selecting which strains or mutations one should 

test costs time and money.  
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Viral sequencing and analysis have improved significantly over the last two 

decades as application-specific approaches and tools allow researchers to study, classify, 

and develop treatments. Using in silico techniques increase efficiency when dealing with 

both high coverage sequence data and de novo assembly. Though analytical approaches 

are constantly being published by innovative developers and creative initiatives, barriers 

still exist. Most available sequencing software is inaccessible as analytical tools often 

require computing resources, expertise, and reliable internet connectivity. The workflow 

of many programs is often unclear or extremely situationally specific. Most genome 

sequencing software is not well-suited for viral genomes and segmented viral genomes 

even more so. 

This project seeks to fill the absence of methods for identifying recombination 

events and replace the costly and time-consuming nature of traditional “wet lab” 

approaches by developing a novel computational platform RecoVir (Recombination 

detection in Viruses) that identifies reassortment events and associated mutations. 

Looking for areas of high dissimilarity based on substitution differences between 

recombined and consensus strains identifies reassortant-specific amino acid sites for 

predicted reassortants. This phylogenomic study seeks to produce results for use in future 

tests to distinguish mechanisms, interactions, and recombination events responsible for 

adaptive diversification in viruses. 
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METHODS 

 

RotaDB Sequence Database and Alignment 

   Sequence data for this study was obtained from an internal database (maintained 

by our research group) of rotavirus (RV) sequences created by gathering all usable strains 

of RV from NCBI GenBank. The database curates the GenBank data in three ways: (1) 

low quality sequences (sequencing error or fragmentary) are tagged and excluded from 

standard dataset exports, (2) coding sequences are trimmed to the protein-coding region 

and aligned in the translation codon frames, and (3) incomplete metadata on sample 

origin has been corrected using the primary literature. Of these, 2,483 are mammalian 

strains for which we have 10 of the 11 genes (excluding NSP5 and NSP6) with 70% or 

more of the complete coding sequence. Genes NSP5 and NSP6 were excluded from tests 

due to their low representation and overlapping ORFs that might cause their evolution to 

have substantially different properties. Nucleotide sequences compiled in RotaDB were 

translated into amino acids and aligned using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013). Once 

aligned as amino acids, the sequences were “untranslated” back into nucleotides using a 

custom Python3 script. The alignments were then used to make a phylogeny for each 

gene individually using RAxML and IQ-TREE (Stamatakis, 2014; Nguyen et al., 2015).  

 

Strain Naming Convention 

Strain Names used here have been standardized to: RVA/[HOST]-

[SOURCE]/[COUNTRY]/[STRAIN]/[YEAR]. RVA stands for Rotavirus A. HOST is a 

5-letter uppercase code that denotes group, genus, and species. Strains compiled in our 
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database utilized in this dataset include but are not limited to samples from human, pig 

(Sus scrofa; MSUSS), horse (Equus caballus; MEQUC), cow (Bos taurus; MBOST), rat 

(Rattus rattus; MRATR), Rattus norvegicus; MRATN), vicugna (Vicugna; MVICP), 

antelope (Hippotragus niger; MHIPN), deer (Capreolus; MCAPC), and water buffalo 

(Bubalus bubalis; MBOSG). SOURCE denotes if the strains are wild-type (wt), tissue 

culture (tc), or environmental/metagenomic (ev). COUNTRY is an international standard 

3-letter uppercase code. STRAIN is a common name assigned by the sequence 

submitters. Note that our strain names are edited to remove problematic punctuation for 

bioinformatics pipelines, specifically parentheses, commas, semicolons, colons, and 

brackets. YEAR is the year of sample collection/isolation, if known (not sequencing or 

submission). 

 

Tree-Making Software 

  Both phylogeny construction methods RAxML and IQ-TREE use a maximum 

likelihood approach which determines the likelihood that the known sequences would 

have evolved on proposed tree models. Models that incorporate topology, branch lengths, 

and substitution rates are successively proposed and ruled out to find the most likely 

organization of the virus strains in a phylogeny (Higgs and Peterson, 2005). RAxML uses 

a fast maximum likelihood tree search algorithm on proposed structures which results in 

the ability to generate distinct random starting trees and strong final likelihood values 

(Stamatakis, 2014). IQ-TREE combines elements of hill-climbing algorithms to escape 

local optima, random perturbation of current best trees, and a broad sampling of initial 

starting trees to accomplish the same task. The tradeoff is that IQ-Tree is more thorough 
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but time consuming than RAxML in most cases (Nguyen, 2014). RecoVir output for our 

RotaDB dataset was nearly identical using either tree-making method. Both are efficient 

yet rigorous in producing predicted trees from ancestral models. Despite problems with 

inferring ancestry in virus trees due to homoplasy, RAxML and IQ-TREE determined the 

most likely ancestral state reconstruction extrapolated from current measured sequence 

differences. The Maximum Likelihood trees for each gene, along with the protein 

alignments, were used as input data for RecoVir analysis (Figure 5). 

 

Python Script and Program Input 

  RecoVir is a Python3 script which identifies strains that have undergone 

reassortment as well as mutations that are unique to those sequences. RecoVir is designed 

to be efficient and portable across systems, only relying on the core Python3 libraries and 

BioPython (Cock et al., 2009). RecoVir is run using a job file for parameter specification. 

These parameters are described in detail in Table 1 along with practical usage notes and 

recommended settings regarding each. RecoVir requires at least three phylogenies in 

Newick format for comparing movement between groups, and three Fasta sequence files 

of DNA nucleotide aligned sequences that match in name and number the strains being 

analyzed in the tree files. An example job file is displayed in Figure 6. An optional 

annotation file (as a comma-separated values data table) can be included as well for 

labeling amino acid sites identified by the program that fall within structural or functional 

regions of each gene. The file used for this analysis was preliminary as we prepared it 

using existing data from NCBI and it will need more refinement. The largest requirement 

is that the numbers of the amino acid positions must match the alignment files exactly.  
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Figure 5: Alignment for NSP1. Individual amino acids positions can be identified at the 
top of the screen for each RVA strain on the left of the program’s screen. With each color 
and the one letter abbreviation representing each amino acid position, one can visually 
identify when a site in one strain is non-consensus (application is AliView). 
 

 Table 1: Program settings explanation and practical usage notes.   

Name Function Practical Usage 
Default 

Value 

Bdp 

The Branch Length 

Distribution Percentiles value 

ranges from 0 to 1 and 

determines the groupings of 

sequences strains must move 

between to be considered 

reassortant. 

This acts as a tuning knob by 

changing the branch length 

groupings to detect more or less 

movement. A value in the 

middle of this range is most 

realistic. 

0.5 

Nreassort 

The number of genes needed 

to be implicated in 

reassortment. 

A value of “2” looks for single 

and double reassortants. 
1 
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Pvalue 

Specified p-value for the chi-

square goodness of fit test 

against an expectation of 

equality that jump scores of 

genes are distributed evenly 

among genes. 

This filters out low and 

insignificant deviations of jump 

scores. For example, scores of 

3:1:1 = 300% but these scores 

are likely not related to 

reassortment. 

0.05 

Diffpro 

The differential normalized 

ratio between the most 

discordant and second most 

discordant gene. 

To be considered reassortant, a 

strain must move more than 

1.5x as far as the same strain in 

the gene with the next highest 

movement. 

1.5 

Out Name of the output file. 
Does not need to include 

filetype in name. 
N/A 

Outfmt Format of the output file. “csv” or “xlsx” csv 

Annot 
An optional annotation file 

can be included as a .csv 

Annotation files columns 

include structural sites, 

functional sites, the aa position 

they begin on, and the aa 

position they end on. 

N/A 

Gtable 

Specifies the names of 

sequences that match between 

the tree files and alignments. 

Gene to strain table file 

“___.genetable” 
N/A 

Seqtype 
The sequence type in the 

alignment file. 
“codon” or “aa” aa 
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Figure 6: An example of parameters required to run RecoVir. Required parameter 
settings and input alignment and tree files. Job files can be made using any plain text 
editor.  
 

RecoVir Detection 

Five of the parameters seen in the output file determine if reassortment has 

occurred in our gene trees. Once identified, amino acid mutations unique to the 

reassortant strains are also identified based on pairwise distance between all sequences in 

the given gene’s alignment. Multiple sites can be identified for a single reassortant. All 

other included parameters do not directly contribute to the program’s detection criteria 

but rather serve as further information about the nature of identified reassortants and 

RecAMs for future investigation. If one gene for a given strain is more related to another 

strain’s genes than its own, it is considered to be reassorted from another virus and 

displayed in the output. The four distortion score parameters detect if a gene has 

significantly changed relationship with others in a given strain’s genome. These scores 
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measure the movement of strains between groups on a gene tree set by the Branch-length 

Distribution Percentile (BDP) the user selects. The difference in the total number of 

groups jumped and the weighted average groups jumped for the gene determine 

reassortants. For example, a BDP of 1.5 requires 50% more groups jumped than the 

average movement on the tree. The criterion for identification is further constrained by 

the fifth parameter, a p-value of a chi-squared test to limit false positives.  

The Chi-square goodness of fit test utilized by RecoVir filters out low or 

insignificant deviations in jump scores to isolate realistic events. It compares the 

“observed” total jump scores for each gene compared to an “expected” value of the total 

number of jumps divided by the number of genes. This is used to determine how likely 

the observed values are to come from a specified distribution where the expectation is 

equality. For example, a strain of interest having moved over three strains in one gene 

tree relative to its neighbors in the other trees will earn a jump score of three. The next 

highest jump score for this strain in the other gene trees is one (two other cases where 

this strain jumped one neighbor). Comparing these three highest jump score values shows 

a relationship of 3:1:1. Though this jump score ratio infers movement of 300% triggering 

the program to identify it as a reassortment event, this movement is likely due to random 

mutation or other factors and is not a significant enough change in the sequence to be 

considered a reassortant. The chi-squared test sets minimum jump scores for this ratio to 

prevent false positives. 
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RecoVir Development 

The distortion scores combined with the bdp is a robust method for determining 

recombination and associated mutation but comes from many iterations of development. 

Earliest versions of RecoVir identified sites for strains in a matrix to show if multiple 

RecAMs were a possible result of reassortment or an identified strain was simply non-

conserved. The current method of displaying detections was adopted because the 

information provided by the layout of the matrix could be reduced to a single value. 

Other fundamental additions to the program came from adding scores to quantify the 

disturbance a reassortment event may cause the virus. This step was taken to narrow a list 

of hundreds of reassortment events for analysis down those that pose the largest 

functional impact. Added parameters quantify the disruption a RecAM might cause so 

one may select events most likely to generate novel attributes for further analysis. For 

example, a distortion score allows the user to account for how distant a strain has moved 

relative to its neighbors. A side chain score quantifies the functional impact of amino 

acid substitutions. One of the latest additions notifies the user of structural and functional 

sites per the added annotation file. All of these additions have improved RecoVir’s ability 

to detect reassortment and RecAMs and give the user more concise yet informative 

output from which to select strains of interest.  

 

Manual Verification 

For this pilot experiment, reassortants identified computationally were inspected 

manually to confirm their relative change in phylogenetic positioning among a strain’s 

gene trees using Dendroscope (Huson and Scornavacca, 2012). Under normal 

circumstances, we can see any randomly selected non-reassortant strain’s neighbors 
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above and below them on a gene tree will be the same or very near each other on each of 

the eight trees. However, if the strain of interest has similar neighbors in some genes but 

distant neighbors in others, this means that strain’s gene likely reassorted at one point 

earlier in time as that gene is more related to other strains than its own. Amino acid 

substitutions of interest were also manually verified in sequence alignments.  
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RESULTS 

 

This project was designed to detect possible reassortment events and associated 

mutations in viruses. Through the development of a methods and testing of an initial 

dataset we created RecoVir, a program that utilizes phylogenomic and sequence 

alignment data in a novel computational approach to replace the costly and time-

consuming nature of traditional “wet lab” tactics while providing more nuanced info 

about recombination events than other available tools. For this work, we analyzed a 

collection of 2,248 sequences from RotaDB of mammalian rotavirus A (RVA) strains 

focusing on eight genes: four structural (VP1, VP2, VP3, and VP6) and four 

nonstructural (NSP1, NSP2, NSP3, and NSP4). This study identified 2,401 events of 

mutation among 95 strains that possibly resulted from reassortment allowing future tests 

to distinguish mechanisms, interactions, and recombination events responsible for 

adaptive diversification in viruses.  

 

Identified Reassortment Events and RecAMs 

RecoVir was run many times using a test dataset over many versions of the 

program’s development to settle on a product that delivers the most realistic RecAM 

events. Version 7.1.4 identified 2,401 events of mutation in 95 strains that possibly 

resulted from reassortment of viral gene segments among 2,448 strains from our RotaDB 

database. Of the eight genes tested, 50.52% of RecAMs identified were found in 

nonstructural genes and 49.48% were found in structural genes (Table 2). This indicates 

the prevalence of reassortment is similar between structural and non-structural genes and 
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RecAMs are not favored in one group over the other. Biological expectations dictate 

reassortment is random and an even spread between groups is due to four genes in each 

category. Of these 95 strains, 78% were found to have been sampled from humans while 

20% were found to be of genotype combinations G1P[8], G2P[4], and G12P[8] which all 

substantially contribute to the burden of disease in humans (Tables 3 and 4).  

The prevalence of reassortment among genes reveals NSP1 and VP4 have the 

most identified RecAM events. NSP1 has the most of all the non-structural genes, VP4 

has the most of all structural genes, and together they make up more than 50% of all 

identified occurrences. RecAMs are simply another method of mutation and are therefore 

affected by the same factors that apply to any other form of mutation including selection 

pressures. High mutation rates in VP4 can be expected as its protein product is under 

strong selection pressure through mediating host cell entry and is a site of recognition by 

the immune system. However, the detections for VP1 are interesting as it is responsible 

for RdRp activity and maintains a highly conserved active site (Monttinen et al., 2014; 

also see review in Venkataraman et al., 2018). 

The organism of sample origin breakdown can largely be contributed to humans 

favoring sampling from our own species. However, roughly 22% of all reassortment 

events detected from an even sampling of well-documented RV strains occur in 

domesticated animals or other species that come into close contact with humans. This is 

concerning as viruses jumping host species due to reassortment is a known route for the 

emergence of highly infectious strains. The breakdown of genotypes is also likely 

influenced by differences in sampling between countries as the most prevalent genotype 

identified (G10P[11]) comes only from humans in India except for one cow from South 
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Africa. Of the 71 human strains identified, 19 were neonatal (27%). RecAMs were 

identified in strain sampled from 26 different countries though most come from those 

classified as “developing” by the United Nations.  

 

Table 2: Number of RecAMs identified by gene.  

 

Gene Number of RecAMs Percent of Total RecAMs (%) 

VP1 311 12.95 

VP2 279 11.62 

VP4 577 24.03 

VP6 21 0.87 

NSP1 910 37.90 

NSP2 80 3.33 

NSP3 168 7.00 

NSP4 55 2.29 
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Table 3: Percent of RecoVir  

reassortment events by sample species. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Genotype Percent 

G10P[11] 20.00 

G1P[8] 16.84 

G12P[6] 14.74 

G8P[14] 10.53 

G6P[11] 5.26 

G10P[14] 4.21 

G6P[14] 4.21 

G8P[5] 2.11 

G3P[9] 2.11 

G12P[8] 2.11 

Other with 1 hit 17.89 

Sample 

Species 

Percent of 

Identified 

Reassortants 

Human 77.92 

Cow 6.31 

Deer 6.31 

Lama 1.05 

Yak 5.26 

Other 3.15 

Table 4: Percent of RecoVir 

reassortment events by genotype. 
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Reassortment Detection in RecoVir 

   Most simply, RecoVir works by looking for situations where a strain in one gene 

tree moved much farther from its neighbors than the same strain did in other gene trees. 

The more time since a divergence, the longer the branch lengths and the farther away the 

two strains will be as mutations naturally accumulate over time. One should expect 

neighbors on a tree to remain relatively the same across every tree if no recombination 

has occurred (Figure 7). Despite this, major changes in relationships can be seen. The 

location of a strain of interest is compared across all gene trees via number of branch 

points moved to determine if it has simply changed due to substitutions or is significantly 

different due to reassortment. One gene in one strain is unlikely to have developed so 

many mutations to significantly alter its sequence relative to the other genes in its virion. 

RecoVir detects these differences in relationships among strains between genes to 

identify possible reassortment (Figure 8). 

Reassortant strains identified computationally can be manually verified by 

visually inspecting their location relative to local neighbors in a strain’s gene trees in 

Dendroscope (Huson and Scornavacca, 2012). Once reassortant strains are identified, 

ReCoVir analyzes the alignment to identify non-consensus and unique amino acid sites in 

each sequence compared to all other strains via pairwise distance. This measure of the 

differences between the reassortants and consensus strains highlights areas that are highly 

dissimilar (Figure 9). The output file identifies reassortant-specific amino acid sites 

(rows) for predicted reassortants (columns). RecoVir serves as an efficient method for 

identifying reassortant strains by further identifying associated mutations (RecAMs).   
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Figure 7: Non-reassortment strain relationship expectations. A randomly selected 
strain in the right most tree (VP6) and its neighbors highlighted above and below it on 
the tree maintain a relatively close relationship across all genes as visualized in 
Dendroscope. The relatedness between these three strains and therefore the distance 
between them is more important than their location on the tree.  
 
 

 
Figure 8: Reassortment strain relationship expectations. A reassortant strain detected 
by RecoVir is selected in the right most tree (VP6). Its direct neighbors highlighted 
above and below it in this tree are not closely related to this strain in most other gene 
trees as visualized in Dendroscope. The relatedness between these three strains and 
therefore the distance between them is more important than their location on the tree. 
How RecoVir Identifies Amino Acid Sites 
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Figure 9: Unique amino acid sites detected by RecoVir in identified reassortants. A 
reassortant strain detected by RecoVir is selected on the left as visualized in AliView. 
The site identified by the program is circled for convenience. Not every amino acid 
change detected by the program is of significant functional change and some identified 
mutations may not be related to the detected reassortment event.  
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RecoVir Output 

RecoVir analyzes the alignment to identify reassortants based on strain movement 

from consensus neighbors. Non-consensus and unique amino acid sites are also found in 

each sequence relative to the alignment via pairwise distance. A tabular output file is 

generated by the program listing all identified cases of mutations associated with their 

respective reassortants. The output identifies the detected reassortant strain, the unique 

amino acid site of interest, and the gene in which the reassortant was found. Rows serve 

as unique occurrences while columns indicate information about the strain, mutation, or 

scores used by the program to identify the event (Figure 10). A detailed description of the 

parameters used and practical usage notes can be found in Table 5. 

 

 
Figure 10: RecoVir output file. A .xlsx output file depicting several reassortment events 
and the scores used to identify RecAMs Column explanations are described further in 
Table 5. 
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Table 5: Program output explanation and practical usage notes.  

  

Column Name Function Practical Usage Notes 

recogene 
Gene identified as recombinant 

in the given strain. 
This is the recombinant gene. 

aligngene 

Gene identified as having a 

recombination-associated 

mutation. 

This is the gene where the 

RecAM can be found. 

bdp 

Center of mass proportion of 

total tree branch length below 

which branch lengths are 

ignored and above which 

clusters are defined. 

This will be the same for 

every strain identified as set in 

the job file. 

strain 
Strain with a recombination-

associated substitution. 

This will be the strain to look 

for in the alignment which has 

the RecAM. Strains in certain 

genogroups are more likely to 

be of phenotypic interest. 

site 

Amino acid position in the 

identified strain determined to 

be a RecAM. 

This is the site to look for in 

the alignment that is the 

RecAM. RecAMs in 

conserved positions 

throughout the alignment 

likely have greater 

significance. 

nsite 
Number of detected RecAMs in 

the recombinant strain. 

The strains with the same 

identified sites will also appear 

in the output. If high, this is 

likely a non-conserved site or 

the mutation has been selected 

for. 
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nstrain 

Number of strains with an 

anomalous amino acid at the 

given alignment site. 

If high, this is likely a non-

conserved site or the mutation 

has been selected for. 

distortionraw 

The sum across all gene pairs 

of strain cluster “jumps” for the 

recombinant gene in a given 

strain relative to its closely 

related strains in the non-

recombinant genes. 

If high, this recombination 

event may have greater 

significance as the change in 

relationship to neighbors is 

greater. 

distortiondrop 

Difference (subtraction) in 

distortionraw between the gene 

with the highest movement 

score and the gene with the 

next highest movement score. 

A greater difference indicates a 

more likely reassortment 

event. 

distortionnorm 

distortionraw squared, divided 

by product of total number of 

clusters in each pair of genes. 

Used to correct for a difference 

in groups between genes. A 

higher number indicates a 

more likely reassortment 

event. 

distortiondropnorm 

The ratio of distortionnorm for 

the gene the most movement 

and the gene with second most 

movement in the reassorted 

gene (default minimum = 1.5). 

The “distortiondrop” score 

divided by the average 

movement score across all 

genes. 

pvalue 

Chi-square Goodness of Fit 

Test P-value for observed 

movement scores of each gene 

versus an expectation that they 

are all equal. 

Fisher’s Exact Test results 

indicating if there is a 

significant difference in 

movement score between the 

identified recombinant strain 

and all other strains. A value 
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less than 0.05 is considered 

statistically significant. 

codonreco 

The anomalous codon 

identified at this site compared 

to all other codons at this site. 

This provides the specific 

nucleotide change. 

codonnonreco 

The codons that appear at this 

site that are not the anomalous 

codon. 

If many, this is likely not a 

conserved site and may be a 

false positive. 

aareco 
The allele for the recombinant 

strain at the RecAM site. 

This provides the specific 

amino acid change. 

aanonreco 

All amino acids that appear in 

the RecAM site that are not the 

amino acid of any detected 

reassorted stain. 

If many, this is likely not a 

conserved site and may be a 

false positive. 

aasub 

Frequency-weighted average of 

BLOSUM62 scores of the 

target amino acid vs each 

amino acid in “aanonreco”. 

A larger positive or negative 

number should be considered 

interesting though a larger 

negative number indicates a 

significant functional change 

from the original amino acid. 

entropy 

Shannon’s entropy (H) for the 

amino acid frequencies at the 

RAS site. 

A higher number is more 

interesting. 

structure 

Annotated structure of the 

identified site that this amino 

acid lies in per GenBank, if 

applicable. 

An amino acid change in a 

structural domain is likely 

phenotypically significant. 

function 

Annotated functional site that 

this amino acid lies in per 

GenBank, if applicable. 

An amino acid change in a 

functional site is likely 

phenotypically significant. 
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How RecoVir Identifies Reassortment 

For an example with three gene trees (Gene 1, 2, and 3), though branch lengths 

and topology differ, most strains share the same neighbors across all three trees. Our 

three gene trees each have 20 strains with strains X, A, and B appearing closely related in 

all three. However, consider the scenario where the only difference between all three 

trees is the location of strain X in the hypothetical Gene 3 (Figure 11). While all three 

trees have the same relationships, only strain X in Gene 3 is distant from its original 

neighbors A and B. This likely means the gene found in strain X was not the original 

gene segment at the time of sequencing and likely came from a strain closely related to 

its current neighbors via reassortment. Because strain X moved 9 strains from its original 

consensus neighbors to its new location in our example, it would earn a jump score of 9. 

The greater this number, the more likely a reassortment event occurred as it is less likely 

greater differences are due to adaptive mutation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Relationships of strains X, A, and B in scenarios of tree movement. Each 
frame is a different scenario in which one gene tree of many (the hypothetical Gene 3 
mentioned above) has a strain X with a more divergent sequence and therefore more 
distant relatedness from its original neighbors in frame A. All gene trees used in the latest 
dataset for RecoVir have more than 20 strains. 

A B C D 
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RecoVir uses groupings because certain genes evolve faster than others. Some 

early events were identified more often in some genes due to strong, constant selection 

pressure than strains in more conserved genes. Incorrectly detected reassortment events 

like this are reduced if we place our 20 strains into four groups with five strains in each 

group and mandate strain X must move between groupings to be considered. False 

positives are decreased if strains in faster evolving genes need to move farther. Strain X 

in frames C and D of Figure 11 is still considered a reassortant under these parameters 

because it moved at least one group away in C and at least 2 groups away in D (From its 

original group of five strains through at least one other to its new location in a third). 

However, a scenario in which strain X moves from between A and B in frame B to being 

only next to A would not be considered reassortment despite jumping neighbors as it has 

not changed groups. This normalized score is controlled through the BDP parameter. 

 

Branch-length Distribution Percentiles (BDP) 

 The user is able to alter the distance from consensus neighbors a strain must 

move to be identified as a putative reassortant by changing the similarity required for 

grouping strains. The Branch-length Distribution Percentiles (BDP) value specified in the 

job file is a percentile center-of-mass for the tree’s total branch lengths and ranges from 0 

to 1. All branches lower than this branch length cutoff are not considered when 

calculating the jump score. Percentiles are used instead of total substitution differences 

because genes that evolve faster than others like VP7 have more substitutions (Zhou et 

al., 2020). This allows the user to find a balance between statistical noise and how many 

strain movements should be considered as reassortment events. This effectively acts as 
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“branch smoothing” ignoring obvious outliers by not treating shorter and longer branches 

as separate strata for the purposes of counting jumps. The BDP value prevents the 

program from having to consider every branch on a tree which may be arbitrarily 

assigned based on high mutation rate as a significant rearrangement worthy of 

consideration for reassortment.  

 

BDP Validation 

Identifying the distance a strain must move relative to its neighbors to be labeled 

a reassortant is a crucial factor that must be specified before definitive statements can be 

made about viral recombination. Data collected from the latest RecoVir BDP 

perturbations at setting intervals of 0.1 show a bimodal distribution of detection events 

(Table 6, Figure 12). This confirms the setting is sensitive to the parameters by over and 

underestimating events at the extremes. This graph also shows a BDP of 0 tells the 

program to consider every branch as part of the same group making it impossible to 

detect movement. No detections exist at this value because there are no groups to move 

between. Looking at the number of detections at several perturbations of the BDP value 

can help visualize and narrow down the cutoff distance proportion value that provides the 

most accurate outputs. Gene trees for the NSP2 gene at a more stringent BDP value of 

0.3 identified 35 reassortment events with 857 unique amino acid sites while a less 

stringent BDP value of 0.8 found 208 reassortment events and 2,475 unique amino acid 

sites. By manually comparing outputs on gene trees and checking with other sources and 

studies on what protein interaction sites have been previously identified for the virus of 
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interest, the user is able to narrow down which BDP value is optimal to delineate a fine 

line between being conservative and outputting realistically representative detections.   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BDP Events 

0 0 

0.1 610 

0.2 1168 

0.3 1473 

0.4 826 

0.5 831 

0.6 861 

0.7 932 

0.8 1086 

0.9 1104 

1.0 853 

Sum 9744 

Figure 12: Distribution of RecAMs identified for each 
BDP. The data follows a bimodal distribution showing 
RecoVir’s sensitivity to the parameters by over and 
underestimating events at the extremes. A BDP value of 0 
includes every branch in the same group making the 
program unable to identify reassortment. 

Table 6: Number of RecAMs identified for each BDP. 
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Specifics of Identified Events 

Three examples of some of the most interesting RecAMs for each gene are 

described below (Table 7). Most include functionally impactful conversions between R-

groups such as changing from positive to negative, polar to hydrophobic, small to large, 

or nonaromatic and aromatic. Specific examples from this list are included to show the 

range of tree movement RecoVir will detect as well as how RecAMs may appear in an 

alignment.  

 

Table 7: Three putative RecAMs identified for each gene tested. 

Gene Strain Site Original New Description 

VP1 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_BEL_BEF06018_2014 

932 R/K L 
Positive to 

Hydrophobic 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_MLI_MLI-
133_2008 

216 S P 
Polar to 

Proline 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_ZMB_MRC-
DPRU3506_2009 

645 K Q 
Positive to 

Uncharged 

VP2 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_COD_KisB504_2009 

206 G P 
Glycine to 

Proline 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_CHN_G1P8-
3-50_2017 

846 L S 
Hydrophobic 

to Polar 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_HND_2011825363_2011 

157 E K 
Negative to 

Positive 

VP3 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_VNM_12056-79-c1_2013 

768 S I 
Polar to 

Hydrophobic 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_CHN_G1P8-
3-50_2017 

468 L P 
Hydrophobic 

to Proline 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_IND_N291_2004 

728 D/E C 
Negative to 

Cysteine 
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VP6 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_CHN_G1P8-
3_2016 

25 Y S 
Aromatic to 

Polar 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_CHN_km15118_2016 

366 P Q 
Proline to 

Polar 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_HRV_CR2006_2006 

259 N I 
Polar to 

Hydrophobic 

NSP1 

RVA_MBOST-wt_ZAF_MRC-
DPRU456_2009 

428 E/T Y 
Polar to 

Aromatic 

RVA_MHIPN-wt_ZAF_RC-18-
08_2008 

310 H T 
Positive to 

Uncharged 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_HUN_BP1062_2004 

456 K N 
Positive to 

Uncharged 

NSP2 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_UGA_MRC-
DPRU3713_2010 

271 A S 
Hydrophobic 

to Polar 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_BEL_BEF06018_2014 

97 D/E N 
Negative to 

Polar 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_GTM_2009726790_2009 

142 Q/H C 
Polar to 

Cysteine 

NSP3 

RVA_MBOST-wt_JPN_Tottori-
SG_2013 

193 N I 
Polar to 

Hydrophobic 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_TGO_MRC-
DPRU4578_2010 

179 K Q 
Positive to 

Uncharged 

RVA_MBOST-
wt_TUR_Amasya-1_2015 

238 I/F T 
Hydrophobic 

to Polar 

NSP4 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_UGA_KTV-
13-023_2013 

114 D G 
Negative to 

Glycine 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_JPN_Tokyo-
12-1375_2012 

140 K E 
Positive to 

Negative 

RVA_HUMAN-
wt_IND_N197_2004 

59 D F 
Negative to 

Aromatic 
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Some identified RecAMs are quite clear and appear to be substitutions that occur 

in conserved regions of genes. For example, The VP6 gene in strain RVA_HUMAN-

wt_HRV_CR2006_2006 had an isoleucine replace an asparagine at site 259 shown below 

(Figure 13). We can see reassortment occurred from changes in relationship between this 

strain and its two neighbors in the VP6 tree compared to those same three strains in all 

other genes. Some RecAMs are not so clear to the user despite RecoVir detecting them 

even in highly non-conserved regions. For example, the alignment shows a region in the 

NSP1 gene in strain RVA_MBOST-wt_ZAF_MRC-DPRU456_2009 around site 428 that 

is variable at many sites (Figure 14). High variability may benefit this region of NSP1 

biologically as the protein product is responsible for targeting host interferon regulatory 

factors (IRF) and this region specifically has been previously annotated as having direct 

host IRF interaction.  

This South African strain example also shows changes in relationship between 

gene trees for detection are relative. The gene trees highlighted below do not appear to 

show much movement compared to NSP1 but zooming in shows us there is indeed 

movement between groups. The same can also be seen in the NSP3 gene of strain 

RVA_MBOST-wt_JPN_Tottori-SG_2013 at site 193 which has previously been 

annotated as having phosphodiesterase activity during host cell translation regulation 

(Figure 15). Both extremes in tree movement show RecoVir benefits from using both the 

alignment and gene trees when one alone may not be enough to indicate a mutation 

associated with a reassortment event. Parsing out examples from both excludes false 

positives while outputting more realistic results than using one method alone.   
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Other examples of notable movement from the list in Table 6 include the VP2 

gene in RVA_HUMAN-wt_COD_KisB504_2009 which has been previously annotated 

as a site for cytoskeletal localization of other virion components (Figure 16). The 

movement in the tree is strong and the program has appeared to identify serval mutations 

at multiple sites together for this strain in the alignment. As stated previously, there is no 

way to tell if this alteration is beneficial for fitness by looking at the alignment. Further 

testing would be required for determining functional changes in phenotype. Another 

example shows the NSP2 gene in RVA_HUMAN-wt_UGA_MRC-DPRU3713_2010 at 

site 271 which indicates an alanine transitioning to a serine but in a highly variable 

region previously annotated as also being important for non-structural protein 

cytoskeletal localization (Figure 17). Lastly, the VP2 gene in strain RVA_HUMAN-

wt_CHN_G1P8-3-50_2017 serves as an example of an average event detection by 

RecoVir for both a tree and alignment (Figure 18). In this case a leucine residue at site 

846 transitioned to a serine possibly changing interaction between VP2 and VP6 

structural inner capsid proteins. 

 

Reassortants by Gene 

  The breakdown of the output by species and genotype in tables 2 and 3 above 

could be contributed to the makeup of the RotaDB dataset. However, considering 78% of 

the identified reassortants were sampled from humans but only 20% of all events 

identified were genotypes which substantially contribute to the burden of disease in 

humans (G12P[8] or G1P[8]) may be more than simply a result of a human-centric bias 

in sampling (Simsek et al., 2021). It should also be noted there is roughly a 50/50 split in 
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structural vs non-structural proteins identified indicating reassortment does not favor any 

gene in particular since there are roughly an equal number of structural and non-structural 

genes. RecoVir can tell us something about how conserved each protein may be and thus 

the importance of their fixedness in contributing to a virion’s survival. For example, VP1 

and VP6 are interesting to us as they are highly conserved to make the viral capsid 

cohesive and viable (McDonald et al., 2009). This is true for VP6 with less than 1% of 

results having found the gene to have reassorted indicating strains that gained an alternate 

VP6 in the past did not survive for long after. However, RecoVir found 13% of all 

events, the third most common, implicate VP1 as the reassortant gene which could 

indicate it is not as conserved as previously thought. This is supported by the fact that a 

highly variable proteins such as the VP4 spike (24%) and NSP1 interferon antagonist 

(38%) proteins are found to be reassorted quite often indicating reassorted progeny 

benefit from the high diversity reassortment creates.  

The VP1 catalytic motifs spans from nucleotide position 501 to 687 (Steger et al., 

2019). Of the 312 RecAMs RecoVir identified in VP1, 25 fall within this RdRp sequence 

space ranging from sites 547 to 559. While most of these incidents involve human strains 

from India, many come from elsewhere in the world with one sampled from an antelope. 

RecoVir also identified the mutation at amino acid site 78 within an alpha helix in strain 

RVA_HUMAN-wt_IND_N74_2003 to be associated with a recombination event. This 

area on VP1 has been hypothesized to interact with the VP6 structural protein in some 

manner whether directly or indirectly through VP2 (Charpilienne et al., 2002). Changing 

to a histidine from a tyrosine residue, the conversion from polar aromatic to positive 

aromatic might alter how this protein, and thus VP1’s interface with the capsid is 
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maintained. While these VP1 RecAMs in the known active site and a possible shell 

protein anchor site show recombination may affect virus fitness, some of the other 311 

events identified by RecoVir may unveil previously unknown protein interactions as 

well. For example, amino acid sites 12, 59, 120, 259, and 744 contain a concentration of 

RecAMs in this protein indicating further work is needed.  

  Around 17 of the 279 RecAMs identified in VP2 occurred at nucleotide positions 

28 through 85 across several diverse human and cow strains. These sites lie in the N-

terminal “arm” of the protein and have been shown to participate in VP1 and VP3 

encapsidation in some capacity during virion assembly and packaging (McDonald et al., 

2011b). RecoVir also identified RVA_HUMAN-wt_ITA_ITA_2012 site 43 to be 

involved as well in a similar capacity but site appears to be unresolved in alignments with 

a lot of missing data and a highly variable region relative to other sites. This indicates 

RecoVir may have detected a false positive showing further work would be needed to 

either look into this location or refine the program’s detection abilities. Furthermore, 

other detections involving nucleotide sites 1168 and 2116 in strain RVA_HUMAN-

wt_UGA_MUL-13-157_2013 show involvement with a zinc prosthetic group possibly 

associated with RNA binding. The fact this single strain has two distant sites in sequence 

space being altered in conjunction with each other may indicate their interaction with this 

non-amino acid component is a mechanism of epistasis to maintain this protein 

structure’s functional integrity.  

  RecoVir also identified 115 of 577 RecAMs within VP3 associated with catalytic 

activity. These sites involve N7-methyltransferase activity, 2'-O-methyltransferase 

activity, GTase/RTPase activity, or 2'-5'-phosphodiesterase activity ranging from 
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nucleotide position 190 to 832 depending on the site, species, and strain (Zhang et al., 

2013). With VP6, however, only 21 RecAMs were detected despite its close interaction 

with VP2, VP7, and VP4 (Charpilienne et al., 2002). This may indicate VP6 is conserved 

and preserving certain interactions is integral to virion stability. Less RecAMs than the 

other structural proteins could be a result of its length being the shortest segment of the 

four included in the study. This may not be the case, however, since NSP4, the shortest 

gene of all RV segments has more RecAMs despite just as many sites affected by 

recombination. Likewise, NSP2 is also shorter than VP6 despite having more RecAMs 

identified. These findings, however, may be due to different selection pressures affecting 

structural and non-structural proteins indicating segment length does not factor into the 

number of recombination-associated mutations a gene segment may accumulate.    
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Figure 13: Example Reassortment and RecAM in VP6. The VP6 gene in strain 
RVA_HUMAN-wt_HRV_CR2006_2006 had an isoleucine replace an asparagine at site 
259. The location of the RecAM in an alignment (top) and the relationship of the 
identified reassortant and its closest strain neighbors (bottom) are viewed in AliView and 
Dendroscope, respectively.  
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Figure 14: Example Reassortment and RecAM in NSP1. The NSP1 gene in strain 
RVA_MBOST-wt_ZAF_MRC-DPRU456_2009 had a tyrosine residue replace a 
glutamate/threonine dominant position at site 259. The location of the RecAM in an 
alignment (top) and the relationship of the identified reassortant and its closest strain 
neighbors at two different zoom levels (middle: close and bottom: far) are viewed in 
AliView and Dendroscope respectively.  
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Figure 15: Example Reassortment and RecAM in NSP3. The NSP3 gene in strain 
RVA_MBOST-wt_JPN_Tottori-SG_2013 had an isoleucine replace an asparagine 
residue at position 193. The location of the RecAM in an alignment (top) and the 
relationship of the identified reassortant and its closest strain neighbors at two different 
zoom levels (middle: far and bottom: close) are viewed in AliView and Dendroscope 
respectively.  
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Figure 16: Example Reassortment and RecAM in VP2. The VP2 gene in strain 
RVA_HUMAN-wt_COD_KisB504_2009 had several amino acid replacements in a 
region focused around site 208. The location of the RecAM in an alignment (top) and the 
relationship of the identified reassortant and its closest strain neighbors (bottom) are 
viewed in AliView and Dendroscope, respectively.  
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Figure 17: Example Reassortment and RecAM in NSP2. The NSP2 gene in strain 
RVA_HUMAN-wt_UGA_MRC-DPRU3713_2010 had a serine replace an alanine 
residue at site 271. The location of the RecAM in an alignment (top) and the relationship 
of the identified reassortant and its closest strain neighbors (bottom) are viewed in 
AliView and Dendroscope, respectively.  
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Figure 18: Example Reassortment and RecAM in VP2. The VP2 gene in strain 
RVA_HUMAN-wt_UGA_MRC-DPRU3713_2010 had an alanine replace an aspartate 
residue at site 856. The location of the RecAM in an alignment (top) and the relationship 
of the identified reassortant and its closest strain neighbors (bottom) are viewed in 
AliView and Dendroscope, respectively.  
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DISCUSSION 

 

This project has been the development of a methods and validation of a test 

dataset. RecoVir is not designed to be a statistical test of molecular evolution and is not 

specific to or only intended for use in analyzing RV. Instead, it is a rapid heuristic tool 

for identifying functional sites of virus proteins by highlighting relevant mutations in 

putatively recombined strains. VP4 and VP7 were excluded from this stage of RecoVir 

development as RecAMs within these genes are harder to identify due to the volatility of 

constant and intense selection pressures. NSP5 and NSP6 were excluded from this 

analysis because their bicistronic nature introduces too many unknowns for confident 

detection of RecAMs. We plan to include all four genes in future analyses as newer 

versions of RecoVir increase detection and decrease false positives. We will include 

parameters that better quantify the relevance of identified functional sites and continue to 

compare the program’s detection abilities to other rigorously tested recombination 

identifying software to make RecoVir exceptional. This project seeks to identify 

recombinant strains more efficiently yet as thoroughly as other leading programs and 

detect previously unidentified mutations that may result from them.  

 

Sampling 

A tradeoff that must be considered in every aspect of genetics research is 

sampling. The vast majority of strains used in this study come from batches of human 

clinical isolates meaning we have only sampled a narrow range of RV diversity given 

what is possible (Higgs and Peterson, 2005). Likewise, many samples come in batches 

where strains are closely related and sequencing someone who is actively coinfected can 
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lead to multiple sequences reported for a single gene when no reassortment has occurred. 

We may never have enough strains to fully model the occurrence and impact of 

reassortment in RV but future improvements in sampling will only help us move closer to 

uncovering the nature of RV adaptive diversification.  

 

Alignments and Phylogenies 

  Our analysis relies on alignments of viral sequences and ancestral phylogenies for 

detecting reassortment events. Within these gene trees, longer branches mean more 

inferred substitutions increasing our confidence about the genetic distinctiveness of a 

clade as more substitutions have occurred. A major challenge for determining ancestry in 

viruses is homoplasy, or polymorphisms that are not compatible with vertical inheritance 

from a single ancestral mutation and result from the emergence of similar traits 

independently (Bobay and Ochman, 2018; Higgs and Peterson, 2005). Homoplasy can 

possibly introduce independent, convergent mutations which can result in 

overestimations in the number of polymorphic sites introduced by recombination leading 

to false signals of ancestry. Despite these obstacles that are pervasive in any study 

involving viral ancestry, much can still be learned from rigorously made trees that 

display the most likely path of inheritance and accumulation of mutations.  

 

Specifics of Manual Verification (and Quality Control) 

Throughout development, we manually verified detections by comparing them to 

the alignment for quality control. Many factors in the program output can indicate an 

adaptive substitution and some manual curation of the detections is highly recommended 
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at the current stage of RecoVir development. For example, a sign of a unique and 

significant substitution is that there are few background residues at the same site across 

all strains as indicted in the non-recombinant column of the output. Fewer background 

amino acids, however, does not suggest this substitution gave the same or higher fitness 

at the time of sampling. Many other background amino acids indicate the site is not 

conserved and increases the likelihood the identified mutation is not necessarily a product 

of reassortment. The same is also true of the number of times the same substitution 

appears at that site and the number of strains with an anomalous amino acid at that site.  

 

Assumptions, Limitations, and Benefits 

In initial versions of the program, we determined reassortants via percent of total 

strains jumped from consensus or average position across all trees but this was found to 

lead to a high rate of false positives. Currently, the program assumes a constant rate of 

evolution within the data though we know some strains evolve faster than others (Hurst, 

1999; Fujii, 2019; Zhou, 2020). For example, some genes such as those involved directly 

with cell entry and immune system response (VP4 and NSP1) are likely under stronger 

selection pressures that will not be expressed in gene trees though the “distortionnorm” 

parameter attempts to account for this. Though newest versions of the program are 

generally more thorough with creating branchpoint connections in its trees, more output 

data is not always more realistic. We attempted analyses with other less divergent viruses 

such as COVID-19 but they lacked phylogenetic resolution that enabled us to track 

reassortment. We were also unsure whether there was reassortment in the data as it is 

helpful to know if there is recombination in the dataset beforehand. 
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RecoVir identifies the most realistic examples of reassortment when provided 

larger datasets of segmented viruses with a wide range of diversity among samples that 

create robust phylogenetic trees. By utilizing a unique grouping method in which jump 

scores are calculated as movement between closely related branch-length based groups, 

this program fills a niche no other program has discovered. This method of detecting 

reassortment relative to relationships in cocirculating strains is an innovative strategy for 

identifying RecAMs as well which is something other programs have yet to prove. 

RecoVir serves as a cheap and efficient method for identifying unique reassortant strains 

that could spread more efficiently or cause worse symptoms. The most impactful 

application of the program may be detecting compensatory mutations in the future. 

Identifying where amino acids are changing that normally hold conserved proteins 

together could help the scientific community identify previously unknown protein 

interactions in viruses. 

 

Future Directions 

We seek to have the program account for parameters in the future that score 

unique sites ranking them by functional impact. We are also exploring using RecoVir as 

a post hoc analysis for existing recombination detecting programs such as RDP4. The 

Recombination Detection Program (RDP4) excels at using powerful heuristic 

recombination methods including Bootscan, MaxChi, Chimera, and Geneconv to test 

every triplet of sequences for recombination using pairwise distances (Martin et al., 

2015). Though the program is extremely thorough, drawbacks include needing to 

produce its own trees, difficulty with large datasets such as those compiled in RotaDB, 
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and running time taking weeks for even current, moderately sized data sets. RecoVir 

excels in its speed and efficiency and current work with the program involves cross 

checking its outputs with those of RDP4 to determine if they are both identifying the 

same reassortment events. Pushing RecoVir to be as thorough as RDP4 and combining 

this with its own ability to identify functional covariation sites will distinguish it among 

other programs and inform us more about the molecular interactions that take place 

among proteins. 

Virions that exchange gene segments may generate new, possibly more dangerous 

virus strains. Testing the functional significance of RecoVir-identified sites using 

biochemical and genetic approaches confirms the utility of this platform and informing a 

mechanistic understanding of RV biology. By building some of the most reassorted yet 

viable strains identified by RecoVir and testing their infectivity compared to wildtype 

strains in experiments such as plaque assays, we can develop a better understanding for 

both viral structural biology and the impact reassortment has on viral fitness.  

  

Applications in Reverse Genetics 

  Computational recombination and reassortment phylogenomic analyses can be 

useful. However, our understanding of the impact these events identified by RecoVir 

have on RV virions can now be fully explored by engineering strains to test in 

competitive plaque assays with the availability and knowledge of viral nucleotide 

sequences and genetic tools. We are able to take an available strain of RV and engineer 

mutations to match those caused by reassorted genes identified by our program. After 

cDNA plasmids with these implemented substitutions are introduced to specific cell 
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cultures expressing a DNA dependent RNA polymerase, fully infectious virus particles 

can be recovered (Whelan, 1995). In fact, distinct recombinant VP4 reassortant viruses 

have already been isolated (Kanai et al., 2017). These can be used to infect other cells 

and viral titers in cell lysates can be determined by plaque assay. Using similar methods, 

our hope would be to replicate several reassorted strains of RV to test their viral fitness 

compared to non-reassortant strains.  

  Because of the time consuming and carefulness required for the reverse genetics 

procedure, it is recommended selecting good strain candidates to be replicated must be 

precise. We propose choosing at least three candidates: one non-reassortant strain to act 

as a control that has been previously proven to replicate well and behaves as naturally as 

possible in this reverse genetics procedure, one reassortant strain identified both by 

RecoVir and other studies to act as a control for comparing infectivity, and a third 

experimental reassortant strain not previously verified by other studies but identified by 

RecoVir to test the program’s ability to identify important amino acid sites crucial to 

viral fitness from reassorted strains. Several factors should be considered to identify these 

latter two candidates such as how high they rank on a list of strains identified by 

RecoVir’s parameters described above. Tradeoffs between viral stability in the reverse 

genetics procedure and how high a strain ranks will need to be considered to find a 

balance and identify the best candidates.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

The implications of RecoVir are numerous. This program can expand our 

knowledge base of the prevalence and nature of recombination events in segmented 

viruses. It has the potential to reveal at what level reassortment is providing alternative 

routes to enhance viral fitness. Detecting covariation in reassorted virus genes can 

identify protein-protein interactions via intergenic compensatory mutations. This allows 

us to categorize previously unknown amino acid regions responsible for the interactions 

of proteins within the viral capsid and on its surface. The next steps include refining the 

program’s detection as well as taking some of the most reassorted yet viable strains and 

testing their infectivity compared to wildtype strains in experiments such as reverse 

genetics and plaque assays. RecoVir’s ability to simultaneously identify potential protein 

interaction sites and recombinant strains is crucial for both understanding viral structural 

biology and guiding future therapies. 
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• Consent patients for participation in studies explaining the purpose, risks, and 
benefits of each  

• Maintain and organize data and tissue resources for analysis. Analyze data and 
prepare reports on the results of experiments  

• Discuss with principal investigators the interpretation of the results and participate 
in the preparation of scientific manuscripts for publication 

 
Teaching Assistant, Department of Biology, Wake Forest University 
Fall 2019 – Spring 2021 
Teaching Advisor: Dr. Dan Johnson 
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• Conducted a for-credit genetics lab of 40 students teaching necessary skills 
required for future work in the field of biology 

• Provided guidance and demonstration of lab techniques to undergraduates weekly 
• Prepared lab equipment, materials, and assays for students weekly before lab 

meetings 
• Graded students on weekly quizzes, practical demonstrations of lab techniques, 

and presentations as part of the Bio Core 213 curriculum 
 
VOLUNTEER AND OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 
 
Nationally Registered Emergency Medical Technician 
Summer 2016 – Spring 2019  

• Member of Wake Forest Emergency Medical Services (WFEMS) which is a 
student-run first responder volunteer organization that provides basic life support 
to medical emergencies on and around the campus of Wake Forest University 

Personnel Lieutenant, Wake Forest Emergency Medical Services 
Spring 2018 – Spring 2019 

• Worked directly with Forsyth County Emergency Medical Services to assist in 
training and patient care of the sick and injured within the local community 

• Organized shift schedules for 40 Emergency Medical Technicians and keep 
detailed records of member certifications and legal information 

• Mentored probationary members and conduct training events and meetings to 
promote the continuing education of student first responders on the campus of 
Wake Forest University 

 
Rotaract Service Organization, Fall 2015 – Fall 2017 
Secretary, Wake Forest Rotaract Club 
Fall 2016 – Fall 2017 

• Led meetings with over 30 members to organize volunteer opportunities in 
partnership with the Winston-Salem Rotary Club to discover ways to better serve 
the Winston-Salem community 

• Led missions to tutor young schoolchildren around the county as well as provide 
clothing and school supplies to underprivileged students of Cook Elementary 

• Worked in partnership with the Winston-Salem Rotary Club to staff, fund, and 
manage service projects within the local community 

• Served those in need within Forsyth County in a variety of ways including 
feeding the homeless, providing tutoring services and school supplies for 
underprivileged students, and working with the local Humane Society on home 
construction projects   

 
Section Editor and Reporter, Old Gold and Black Student Newspaper  
Fall 2015 – Spring 2017 

• Kept the student population informed on police reports and incidents of major 
importance within the college community 
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Eagle Scout, Highest Rank in Boy Scouts of America 
Fall 2015 

• Led a team of 15 to establish a deer fence around a community garden that 
consistently provides over 100 pounds of fresh produce to the Second Harvest 
Food Bank of Northwest North Carolina 

• Inducted into the Order of the Arrow National Honor Society of the Boy Scouts of 
America which is an honor awarded by peers for demonstrating leadership 
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